Clarity in Togetherness
A place for reflection on Lookout Mountain.
Clarity in Togetherness: A Place for Contemplation
Pack Materials in
50 lbs/person
Individually
Steel Fasteners
Concrete
Store on top as needed

Lash Bundles Together
Members gradually thin out as their span increases
Fasten ends together with steel tightening and secure in steel cones.

Assemble
Erect shortest primary members first, building out to the longest span.

Fill
Pack lattice unit desired gradient acquired

Enclose
Blanket barrel vault with ETFE plastic film using steel fasteners attached to primary arches.

Explore
The stars, hills, grasses, rocks, plants, animals, minds...
Floor Plan 1’ : 1/4"

1. work station
2. sleeping platform
3. gathering space
4. indoor/outdoor seating
5. gazing windows
6. stow-away scooter seating/storage
7. ETFE plastic film enclosure
8. wood fire stove
9. custom fit glass, steel framed doors
10. lookout platform

Framed sunrise to the east
The Three Sisters to the southeast
Full Cascade Range view from northeast to south